
 

EXPLORE Quality Coworking 2017 
A high energy two-day workshop, June 22–23 

Designed by – and for – Leaders of Quality Coworking Spaces 

https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event 

 

STAKEHOLDER TOOLKIT 

Contact for more information: David Stroud 
Phone 0131 243 2626 / Email hello@CoworkingAccelerator.network 

 

What is the Coworking Accelerator Network? 
We provide practical resources and information for leaders of Quality Coworking spaces:  

 Operating systems, templates and tools (ACCELERATE) 

 Bespoke training, coaching and mentoring (EXPLORE) 

 Peer network, profiling and campaigning (CONNECT) 

We are the only network demonstrating, promoting and developing Quality Coworking 
worldwide.  

Distinguishing our members from other shared spaces being promoted as "coworking" 
(e.g. 'serviced offices' or basic 'hot-desking' facilities), Quality Coworking spaces are 
focused on building enterprising, resilient communities, and share the same Coworking 
Commitments built upon the 3 Core Values of Belonging, Nurturing and Place-Making 
(outlined further below). 
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What Is The "EXPLORE Quality Coworking" Event? 
An energising and informative two-day workshop in Edinburgh on Thursday 22nd & Friday 
23rd June, which will accelerate leaders in the planning and delivery of new Quality 
Coworking spaces globally. 

Who Should Attend? 
Designed by – and for – leaders of Quality Coworking spaces, this workshop will explore 
key insights and specific strategies for running a successful coworking space. Participants 
will gain invaluable business planning and growth support from experienced facilitators 
and the Founder and team behind The Melting Pot (one of the world's first coworking 
spaces based in Edinburgh, Scotland). 

If you are (or know) someone who is running, or is about to open, a Quality 
Coworking space in your community, this event is for you (or them!) 

Over two information-packed days, you will learn how to: 

 Avoid the many pitfalls of growing a successful coworking space, by identifying and 
minimising risks at the pre- and early-startup stages 

 Maximise revenue streams through greater clarity over your business model  

 Maximise use of your physical space to best deliver your business model 

 Discover what funding and investment is available and how to access it 

 Attract and retain members and grow your community 
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 Build the most effective delivery team and systems 

 Create impactful community-building events 

 Network and share ideas with others 

 Showcase your coworking ideas and concepts to stakeholders and potential 
investors as part of the UK launch of the Coworking Accelerator Network 

These learning inputs, coaching and action-planning will inform your own 
implementation plan. 

Why We're Running This Event 
Setting up and growing a community-focused coworking business takes a lot of hard work.  

Since 2005, the team behind The Melting Pot has developed the understanding, tools, 
processes, methodologies and systems for delivering a vibrant Quality Coworking space, 
and we have been a pioneer in this international movement.  

Since 2013, we have helped incubate 60 new socially innovative organisations through a 
bespoke business incubation programme.  

...So we know what it takes to create lively, successful and innovative businesses and 
communities where people and new organisations grow and thrive.  

We want to utilise and share our experience, helping others to efficiently and swiftly realise 
their ambitions, minimise their risks and costs, and accelerate the growth of Quality 
Coworking everywhere. 

Promoting EXPLORE Quality Coworking 2017 
We'd love if you could spread the word about this event, and help us to connect 
community leaders across the country!  

 Link to the event web page: https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-
explore-event 

 Follow us on Twitter: @CoworkAccNet – https://twitter.com/coworkaccnet 

 Use the hashtag #QualityCoworking 
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 Small selection of images for you to use on your social media / blog posts: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cb3bujrgg46w64i/AAAL3jfRJp_UwEgxeRVtRfBHa?dl=0
(or download a zip here) 

 Here are a few 'tweetable' messages: 

• Creating a great #coworking space in your community? Get a huge boost from the EXPLORE 
#QualityCoworking workshop – https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event  

• Would you like key insights for financing a #coworking space in your community? EXPLORE 
#QualityCoworking https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event 

• Learn how to grow your #coworking space, and your community, at the EXPLORE 
#QualityCoworking event – https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event 

• New to setting up or running a #coworking space? This two-day workshop is for you! EXPLORE 
#QualityCoworking – https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event 

Our 6 Quality Coworking Commitments  
and 3 Core Values 
1. Co-location of multiple businesses – sparking cross-pollination and new opportunities 

2. Multi-functional spaces – servicing practical, inspiring facilities enabling businesses and people to grow 

3. Personalised hosting – actively facilitating the community and creating social capital 

4. Expanded network – broadening coworkers' experiences, connections, and profile 

5. Peer support – deepening a constructive and collaborative culture 

6.  Learning experiences – building intellectual capital through professional and personal development 
 

BELONGING NURTURING PLACE-MAKING 

People unleash their potential 
and become resilient when they 

develop a true sense of 
belonging 

People and businesses grow and 
endure when talent, 

relationships and opportunities 
are nurtured 

Communities thrive when 
people, spaces and places create 

a joined-up ecosystem 

 

https://www.coworkingaccelerator.network/2017-explore-event 

 


